
Committee on Academic Policy and Procedure / Minutes
Monday, October 29, 2012

4-5:30 pm, Julian 372

Present:  Carroll Bible and Natasha Oliver (student representatives), Nicole Brockmann,
Nahyan Fancy, Tim Good, David Harvey (VPAA), Marnie McInnes (recorder), Alex Puga, Fred
Soster (chair)

Announcements

1. Next CAPP meeting:  Monday, November 12, 2012, 4-5:30 pm.

2. The Faculty Governance Steering Committee has discussed the student White Paper
asking for a multicultural requirement and will decide which faculty committee should
follow up with its recommendations.

3. Alex reported that work is underway to replace the Hartman Steering Committee by a
new committee that will oversee more of the GCP area.  The old Hartman Committee
will become a steering committee for community partners.

4. Minutes from CAPP meeting on October 22, 2012 were corrected and approved.

Business

5. Applied Learning Pilot proposal.  All field experiences will be with nonprofits and
public offices, making it manageable and focused.  The proposal explains how student
work will be assessed. Questions remain about who would teach it, but several people
have expressed interest.  Students will line up the internship before the semester
begins.  The cover letter will be written early in the semester to explain how exactly the
field experience will work.  Fred will send the proposal to MAO with our approval.
MAO will discuss it and, if they also approve, create an experimental course
designation (UNIV EXP) for the new course.

6. RAS documents.  CAPP discussed the guidelines that should be given to RAS.  How
do we help RAS identify departments and academic areas that most need staffing?

RAS works best, David Harvey explained, if it divides proposals into three categories:
1) critical, 2) needed but not urgent, and 3) not yet ready (outside scope of our
mission, not well-conceived, premature, etc.)

Next steps?  1) Announce to faculty that CAPP is discussing procedures for RAS,
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including how to include both faculty and administrative perspectives on the slate of
proposals.  Invite comments and suggestions.  2) Work out wording for the RAS
categories and method of ranking to give to RAS (and to include, therefore, as part of
the guidelines).  3) Read over the guidelines revised last May and make suggestions
for revision.  Discuss these at the next meeting.
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